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RAM III, available in 32 K byte or 64K byte versions, 
is a new line of dynamic random access memory boards 
compatible with the S·100 bus. Specifically designed 
for inclusion in I MSAI's line of VDP desk top com
puters, the boards are also available for add-on to already 
existing systems. RAM III boards do not obsolete al
ready existing I MSAI RAM boards . 

REFRESH CONTROLLER 

When selecting a dynamic RAM board, a major con
sideration is reliable data retention. With RAM III, 
refresh occurs during all stages of computer operation. 
During a normal Central Processing Unit (CPU) opera
tion, the refresh controller synchronizes to CPU timing 
so that refresh takes place when the CPU is not using 
memory. This "Hidden Refresh" means no wait states 
are required. During operations that take place when 
the CPU is not running, such as Direct Memory Access 
(DMA), an internal timer generates refresh requests 
every 6.6 microseconds. 

MEMORY/BUS INTERFACE TIMING 

A high-precision delay line is used to generate on-board 
timing and improve reliability. RAM III boards use 
asynchronous operation for memory cycle requests, 
have an access time of 375 nanoseconds (maximum) 
and a cycle time of 500 nanoseconds (minimum). 

RAM III 

Random Access Memory III 

SYSTEM FEATURES 

32K Byte or 64K Byte Versions 
S-100 Bus Compatible 
Independent In-Circuit Refresh Controller 
Exceptionally Low Power Requirements 

Fully Assembled 

RELIABILITY AND MAINTENANCE 

RAM III boards are designed to be reliable and easy to 
maintain. For example, latched critical signals eliminate 
noise susceptibility. The RAM chips and the refresh 
controller are socketted for ease of repair. Important 
signals are available at test points to simplify the use of 
test equipment with the boards. I n addition, RAM III 
boards are burned-in with temperature cycling at the 
factory and put through extensive shakedown procedures 
under strict quality control. industry standard, mul
tiple-sourced parts have been incorporated into the 
design for ease in obtaining replacement parts_ 

POWER REQUIREMENTS 

RAM III has exceptionally low power requirements. 
The requirements are +8 volts DC at 360 milliamperes, 
+16 volts DC at 250 milliamperes and -16 volts DC 
at 10 milliamperes. The total board dissipates seven 
watts. 

ADDRESS SELECTION 

Address decoding is provided for 20 address lines plus 
4 alternate address lines. All address selection is imple
mented by a simple-to-use DIP switch. 

The 32K version can be addressed to the upper or lower 
half of the memory address space. The 64K version 
utilizes all of the space in the system. 

PHANTOM L H\I E 

The phantom line of the RAM III, required for com
patibility with the IMSAI VIO, DIO and TIO boards 
in 64K systems, is a control line that turns memory 
on and off when RAM III is used with these interface 
boards. The DIP switch selectable phantom line denies 
access to the 4K of system memory occupied by the 
interface board and thus prevents bus conflict. 



DELIVERY CONFIGURATION 

RAM III is compatible with all IMSAI 8080/8085
based microcomputers. RAM III boards pu rchased 
separately will be shipped from the factory set for use 
with an IMSAI 8085-based microcomputer. Docu
mentation provided with the board explains how to 

configure the board for compatibility with an IMSAI 
8080-based microcomputer. All RAM III boards pur
chased with an IMSAI system will be configured prior 
to shipping for that specific system. 

Data Capacity 

RAM 111-32 32K Bytes 
RAM 111-64 64K Bytes 

Access time 375 nanoseconds (maximum) 

Cycle Time 500 nanoseconds (minimum) 

Power Requirements +8V at 360 milliamperes 
+16V at 250 milliamperes 
-16V at 10 milliamperes 

Temperature Range o to 55 degrees centigrade 

Compatibility S-100 bus with the following 
exception: IMSAI SMF and 
IFM Rev. 3 and earlier. 
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